With the inquiries and accusations running rampant in the press, on the Hill and at DOJ, I cannot believe that this G-392 and the incomplete, inaccurate "analysis" that one of the hijackers was the son of a diplomat was even printed, sent forward and disseminated months after it was determined not to be the case. How could someone in HQINT or Orion not intercept this and toss it in the trash can where it belongs.

Reply Separator

Subject: Re:G392 on ALSHEHRI
Author: Dan Cadman
Date: 5/14/2002 5:24 PM

I can't get the 392 open; every time I try, this computer hangs up. But, this comes as news to me, and probably does to everyone else here as well. It's often the case that these damned 392s float around, and arrive at NSU long after they've hit other agencies -- usually, I've found, when they're the least trustworthy.

At one point, I raised with HQINT (Savini and some others) that they needed protocols to preclude this from happening; I knew when I raised it that it was falling on deaf ears. Protocols, schmprotocols...too much like (1) work and (2) regimentation...God forbid.

Reply Separator

Subject: G392 on ALSHEHRI
Author: Kinsman M Corthell
Date: 5/14/2002 1:53 PM

I received an INS G-392 through FBI email via State Dept (so much for our own system). The G-392 implies that one of the hijackers was an A-1 and son of a diplomat. The FBI ruled this out some time ago and wrote an EC to hopefully put the confusion to an end. Just out of curiosity, did anyone at NSU see this G-392 or did it just go out to the community without copying our own divisions?
Attached G-392 and FBI EC.

When I tried to send my T&A my computer would not send attachments but it is appearing on my message so here goes......
To: All Divisions From: New York
Re: 265A-NY-280350-OUT, 05/02/2002

Precedence: PRIORITY Date: 05/02/2002
To: All Divisions
From: New York
I-44
Contact: 9/11 Law Enforcement Privacy
Approved By: 9/11 Law Enforcement Privacy

Title: PENTTBOM
MAJOR CASE #182

Synopsis: Below is clarifying information regarding WALEED AL SHEHRI.

Reference: 265A-NY-280350-JK serial 370

Details: In response to continuing inquiries, New York is providing information to the
field to clear up the misidentification of WALEED AL SHEHRI.

During the course of the PENTTBOM investigation, the identity of
suspected hijacker WALEED M. AL SHEHRI, date of birth December 20, 1978, has
become confused with the identity of WALEED AL SHEHRI, date of birth

| PLEASE NOTE: THE TWO ARE NOT IDENTICAL. |

(SUSPECTED HIJACKER)
WALEED M. ALSHEHRI
WALEED MOHAMMED AL SHEHRI
DOB: December 20, 1978
Florida DL#: A426-893-78-460-0
1600 N Ocean Dr #8
Hollywood, FL 33019
SSAN: None

(AIRLINE PILOT)

A comparison of the Florida Driver's license photographs of the two Waleed Al Shehrs show them to be not identical.

9/11 Personal Privacy